We propose a method generating elemental images for the integral imaging using 4-step phaseshifting digital holography. Phase shifting digital holography is a way recording the digital hologram by changing the phase of the reference beam and extracting the complex field of the object beam. Since all 3D information is captured by phase-shifting digital holography, the elemental images for any specifications of the lens array can be generated from single phase-shifting digital holography. In experiment, phase-shifting is achieved by rotating half-and quarter-wave plates and the resultant interference patterns are captured by a 3272×2469 pixel CCD camera with 27 μm×27 μm pixel size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Imaging of three-dimensional(3D) objects is important for various applications including display. Holography is one of the useful 3D imaging methods since it can record full 3D information of the object. Photographic recording and optical reconstruction requiring chemical processing, however, have been problematic for conventional holography [1] . Overcoming the disadvantages of the conventional holography, digital holography has been proposed recently. The digital holography uses Charge Coupled Devices(CCD) for recording holographic patterns and reconstructs 3D object images by numerical Fresnel propagation. The whole process is simple because of the use of the CCD instead of the holographic film, the processing time is within the practical range due to the development of the computing power. With these advantages, the digital holography has been used in various practical applications including spatial filtering, inspection of optical systems, tests of laser beams and reconstruction of 3D images, etc [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Integral imaging is one of the attractive autostereoscopic 3D display techniques. Using a lens array, integral imaging can display full parallax, auto-stereoscopic 3D images continuously within a viewing angle without any eye fatigue [6] [7] [8] [9] . One problem of integral imaging is that the lens array should be the same for the pickup and the display process. If the lens array of different specifications is used for the pickup and display process, the 3D image will be distorted severely. Generally, it is hard to expect that all the integral imaging display systems have lens arrays of the same specifications since it should vary according to the display environment and desired applications. Many variations of the integral imaging display for enhancing the viewing angle, available depth range and the viewing resolution also require special lens arrays or elemental images matched to their own purpose [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . It is obviously not practical to repeat capturing the elemental images for the different types of display systems. Therefore it is necessary to devise a method to capture the 3D information of the object by a single pickup process and process the captured 3D information to synthesize the specific elemental images for various different display systems. Although a scaling technique of the elemental images has been reported to deal with this problem, it does not provide full freedom in the lens array specification [7] [8] [9] . Hologram is a good alternative for direct capturing. Since a hologram captures full 3D information about the object, it is possible to synthesize the desired elemental images from the single hologram of the object. In this report, we propose a method generating elemental images for integral imaging using phase-shifting digital holography. The proposed method obtains the complex field of the object wave at the CCD plane using 4-step phase shifting digital holography. By propagating the obtained complex field numerically assuming a virtual lens array, the proposed method synthesizes the elemental images. Since we can set the specifications and the location of the lens array arbitrarily in the numerical imaging, we can generate the elemental images corresponding to any integral imaging display systems from single capture of phase shifting digital holography.
The proposed method is closely related to Javidi et al.'s method [15] . Javidi et al. also synthesizes the elemental images from the object complex field obtained by the 4-step phase shifting digital holography. Their method, however, generates the elemental image by projecting and accumulating the object plane images reconstructed at various depths which sweep the object space onto the elemental image plane assuming the pinhole array based on ray optics. Therefore it is not possible to synthesize the elemental images for the lens array of the arbitrary specifications including the aperture size of the elemental lens, and irregular curvature of the elemental lens surface. The proposed method can deal with the lens array of any specifications since it is fully based on wave optics and does not use a pinhole approximation. Kim et al [16] . also proposed an elemental image generation method from the hologram. The elemental image plane, however, is fixed in their method and the elemental image synthesis for arbitrary lens array locations and specifications, which is easily realized in the proposed method, is not presented.
In the following, we explain the principle of the proposed method and provide the experimental results for verification.
II. PRINCIPLE
The first step of the proposed method is the capture of the object complex field using phase-shifting digital holography. Figure 1 is the coordinate system for the numerical reconstruction of phase-shifting digital holography. The object wave at the CCD camera plane U(x,y) is represented as a Fresnel Transform of the complex field at the object plane Uo(x′, y′) by
where λ is the wave length, k is the wave number given by k=2π/λ and   is the distance from the object plane to the CCD camera. A plane reference wave whose complex amplitude is represented by U r (x,y;α)=A r (x,y) exp[  (x,y)]exp[iα] is superimposed upon the object wave. Since the interference patterns detected by CCD camera have only the intensity value, the resultant interference intensity recorded by the CCD camera is given by
where α is the mean phase difference between the object and the reference waves. By using the phaseshifting procedure in which the reference phase is shifted by a step of π/2, we can derive the object phase(  ) such that
The object amplitude, AE(x,y), can be calculated from the following equation,
where the argument of the cosine function in the denominator is directly obtained from Eq. (3) [17] .
If we use a plane reference wave, the amplitude Ar(x,y) and the phase   (x,y) of the reference wave can be considered as constants. Hence, by using Eqs. (3) and (4), we can derive the complex amplitude of the object wave(U) at the CCD plane [18] . Since the complex object field is obtained at the CCD plane, we can calculate the object field at any plane by numerically propagating the obtained object field. The Elemental Image Synthesis for Integral Imaging Using… -Min-Ok Jeong et al. numerical propagation of the captured object field U(x,y), the reconstruction field(UI), is calculated by where A E (x,y)=A(x,y)A r (x,y)=A(x,y) and   (x,y)= (x,y)-  (x,y)=(x,y) are used since the amplitude A r (x,y) and the phase   (x,y) of the plane reference wave can be considered as constants. For one example of the numerical propagation, if we set Z=-z o , then we will get the original object field U o (x,y) at the object plane, i.e. Figure 2 shows one example of the complex object field at the CCD plane, which is captured using the phase-shifting digital holography, and the original object field at the object plane which is obtained by numerical propagation.
The second step of the proposed method is the synthesis of the elemental images for integral imaging using the complex object field U(x,y) captured at the CCD plane. Figure 3 is the schematic geometry for the elemental image synthesis. Figure 3 depicts only one lens for simplicity, but its extension to the lens array is straightforward. In order to obtain the elemental image which is denoted by Ud in Fig. 3 , we first calculate the optical field Ul at the front side of the virtual lens by numerically propagating U by a distance zl using Eq. (5). The optical field Ul′ right behind the lens is given by
where, P(X,Y), (x o ,y o ), and f are the pupil function, the transverse location and the focal length of the virtual lens, respectively. The elemental image is finally obtained by numerically propagating U l ′ over distance -d [19] . where z o is the distance between the plane of CCD camera and the object and z l is the distance between the U l plane and the U plane in Fig. 3 . By repeating this process for all elemental lenses, the whole elemental image can be obtained.
The proposed method can generate the elemental images for any lens array specifications including the focal length, elemental lens size, number of the elemental lenses and elemental lens arrangement. The resolution and the viewing angle of the elemental image, however, are limited by the sampling interval and the viewing angle of the complex object field captured at the CCD plane. The viewing angles of the object field captured at the CCD camera plane, θ x and θ y are given by Figure 4 (a) shows the experimental setup for recording a 4-step phase-shifting hologram based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer [21] . The Nd:YAG laser beam(532nm) passes through the NDF(Neutral Density Filter), the polarizer and the λ/2 wave plate and then divided by a beam splitter into object and reference beams. The reference beam passes through the other λ/2 wave plate and λ/4 wave plate. The object beam illuminates the object after reflection by two mirrors. These two beams are put together by another beam splitter and their interference pattern is captured by the CCD camera. We used a coin located at 56.5cm from the CCD as an object. The CCD camera used in the experiment has 3272×2469 pixels with 27 μm×27 μm pixel size. The phase-shifting of the reference beam is achieved by rotating the λ/2-and λ/4-wave plates, RP2 and RP3 in Fig. 4(a) . By aligning different slow and fast axes with the direction of the polarization, 4-step phase values α = 0, π /2, π and 3π/2 can be produced with high accuracy as shown in Fig. 4(b) [17] . Figure 5 shows the interference patterns captured by the CCD for 4 phase shifts. From these 4 interference patterns, the complex object field is calculated by Eqs. (3) and (4) as shown in Fig. 6 . The calculated values of the view angles of CCD camera plane are θx=0.017° and θ y=0.013° respectively by Eq. (10) .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using the calculated complex object field, the elemental images for various parameters are synthesized. Figure  7 shows an elemental image generated assuming only one elemental lens. The parameters used in generating Fig. 7 are f=4 mm, zl =6 cm, (xo,yo)=(2 mm,0), Wx=Wy =2 mm, d= 4.032 mm where Wx and Wy are the lens size. We can see that a clear image of the object is reconstructed by the proposed method. The object image size measured in Fig. 7 is 597×666 pixels or 0.10834 mm× 0.12087 mm considering the sampling interval calculated by Eq. (12) . Note that because the actual size of the coin is about 1. Fig. 7 . Therefore, we can confirm that the size of the elemental image produced by the proposed method is realistic for given parameters. The disparity between the elemental images is also verified experimentally. .0425 mm, considering the sampling interval. This measured disparity value 0.0423 mm is well matched to the expected value 0.0433 mm, confirming the proposed method produces the elemental images of correct disparity. Figures  9-10 shows the generated elemental images for various elemental lens focal lengths f, and longitudinal locations zl. The sizes of all images in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are normalized, considering their sampling interval, for easier comparison. It is observed from Figs. 9-10 that the elemental images are generated correctly with given parameters by the proposed method. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the generated full set of elemental images assuming a lens array of the parameters f =4 mm, zl =5 cm, Wx=Wy=2 mm. We can see the elemental images are generated clearly with the proper disparity and realistic sizes, confirming the feasibility of the proposed method. Although only 5×3 elemental images are shown in Fig.  11 , it is straightforward to increase the number of the elemental images. The circular noise seen in each elemental image might be produced by the unwanted reflection from the optical components used in the experimental setup. It is believed that this noise will be removed by a more refined experiment.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method generating elemental images for integral imaging using the 4-step phase shifting digital hologram. After the complex field of the object is obtained by the 4-step phase shifting digital hologram, we propagate the complex object field numerically assuming a virtual lens array in the reconstruction space, resulting in the elemental images. We can control the parameters about elemental lens' focal length f, propagated distance of obtained hologram zl, elemental lens' transverse location (xo,yo) and elemental lens' horizontal and vertical length Wx and Wy. Since the hologram contains full 3D information of the object, we can generate the elemental images of the object for arbitrary lens array. Therefore from single acquisition of the object hologram, elemental images for any integral imaging display system can be synthesized regardless of its specifications. The result verifies the principle of the proposed method.
